Effect of temperature on the structure of adsorption layers formed by adsorption of polymers in the transition region from dilute to semidilute solutions.
The measurements of adsorption from solutions of polymers (poly(butyl methacrylate) and polystyrene) and their mixtures at various temperatures in the wide concentration region from dilute to semidilute solution have been made. The adsorption isotherms and fraction of bound segments confirm the existence of the transition concentration region near the critical concentration of the chain overlapping when the change of adsorption mechanisms take place. The effect of temperature on adsorption from the mixtures is different for both the polymers depending on the concentration regime. For PBMA, which adsorbs from the mixtures preferentially, the adsorption isotherms are of the same shape as for adsorption from binary solutions and are characterized by the presence of a small forepart in the transition region and by increasing adsorption with temperature. For less adsorbing PS by transition from dilute to semidilute regime the inversion of the temperature effect on adsorption is observed. These results are confirmed by the estimations of the parameters of preferential adsorption at various temperatures. The data on the fraction of bound segments for dilute regime corresponds to the extended conformation of chains at the surface. The transition to semidilute regime leads to the diminishing of the fraction of bound segments as a result of simultaneous adsorption of macromolecular aggregates. Values of adsorption layer thickness have been calculated for various solution regimes and concentration. The dependence of the adsorption layer thickness on the temperature and on the solution regime at which adsorption occurs was established.